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connecting to
Short agenda 2018

Tuesday october 23rd

STEP

Be inspired

Find inspiration in
businesses that are
shaping the future.
Welcome to the
place where your
connections will
transform the future

TO P ICS

¿W H AT I S I T A B O U T ?

»» The logic behind “Connecting to
transform”
»» Reflecting on the Anthropocene
»» Searching for my purpose
»» ¿What does it mean to be a +1?

How do my decisions impact the future we need to build?
How can I find my own sense of purpose?

02
Learn

Learn about the
current social and
environmental
context to discover
opportunities
for sustainable
businesses

»» The current context
»» Emissions and
development
»» Climate responsible actions
»» Connecting with key themes
»» Investment and private
action
»» Technology
»» Policy
»» nexos+1 and international dialogue

Discover the power of connecting with others to promote transformative business ideas.
nexos+1 kicks off with a shot of inspiration to help you understand your role and that of your
organization in the face of present-day challenges.

How will future decisions be shaped by the new global context?
What is the new role of businesses?
Get updated on new trends that are changing today’s economic, environmental and social
context. Find out how purpose is transforming investment, technology and policy towards
sustainability.
Find and connect your purpose with others.

Wednesday october 24th

STEP

TO P ICS

Executive
Encounter

Get empowered

Connecting to
transform! nexos+1
launches the
challenge of bringing
together solutions for
sustainable cities

Exclusive segment for CEOs, entrepreneurs and sustainability leaders, to share visions,
perspectives and build alliances with a purpose.

»» Tools to transform businesses
»» Measure to manage
»» Innovation and business
»» Impact investment
»» Talent

What tools are needed to address these challenges from a sustainability
perspective?

»» Imagine cities of the future
»» Solutions from businesses
»» Challenges
»» Arequipa
»» Mendoza
»» San Miguel
»» San Martín
»» GreenLabs (LAB+1)

How can we design cities that face future challenges while regenerating lifesustaining ecosystems?

Discover powerful
tools that enable
triple impact actions
to tackle today’s
challenges

Transform

¿W H AT I S I T A B O U T ?

Explore powerful tools which will help you deploy solutions and manage projects in line with
innovation and science.
Engage with leaders of transformative business initiatives that improve peoples lives.

Join city champions to design functional solutions in innovation labs.
Connect businesses with ventures to solve water, waste, energy, mobility and sustainable
consumption challenges.

